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sort of Dutch-Russian, always tipsy, always ridiculous, who is
the unconscious marplot in the play; Jakinsky, an automaton
spy of the Czar's: he acts, but leaves the talking to others;
MenscMkoff, the unfortunate Menschikojf so ill-treated by La
Harpe, expiates, by the gratuitous charge of poisoning Peter
the Great, now brought against him by M. Scribe, the hatred
which the people of France bore the MetiscJukoff of 1855;
Olga, his daughter, a simple, candid little girl, who can, when
required, show a very heroic spirit, but whose combustible
heart catches fire like a little keg of powder at the approach
of the spark Sapieha ; Sapieha, a young Pole, cut on the pat-
tern of the Lauzuns, a courtier fresh from the Versailles of
the (Eil de Boeuf.
With these stereotyped personages, reproduced again and
again in their proper sphere at the Porte St. Martin, any dram-
atist of M. Scribe's school was sure to proceed on exactly
the same plan as the master, and to produce a play in the
same monotonous, lukewarm, and superficial style as the ma-
jority of those this fertile and skillful playwright has made
the public applaud so repeatedly.
Count Sapieha, just arrived from the court of France, is the
lion of the semi-barbaric court which Czar Peter is civilizing
with his cane and pruning with the axe; the ladies of the
court invite him to more rendezvous than he has time or in-
clination to attend to, for he aspires to no less than an impe-
rial heart, and disdains the conquest of any lower station.
Peter, who is as jealous as a tiger, has lately chopped off the
head of Mams de la, Croix, the last admirer of his wife, and is
looking out very sharply to catch the next. The fate of his
predecessor only makes the new pretender more boastful and
daring; he openly avows his hopes to Vilderbecfy a very faith-
ful friend, but too much given to indiscretions when in his
cups. Catharine knows of this love, and encourages it as an
agreeable diversion to the ennui and repulsion the brutality of
her spouse inspires. She is not a bit more discreet than her
lover, and unhesitatingly develops her ideas on the subject to
MenschUcoffi, who had himself been the happy possessor of her
heart in former days, but, like a good courtier, had yielded it
up to his master. Menschikoff does not object to the Czarine's

